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pig-splines are obtained as the solution of best interpolation problems where 
the smoothness is measured in terms of the &,-norm of Lf, L being a linear 
differential operator. The emphasis of this paper is on the structure and charac- 
terization of such splines. Special attention is paid to interpolation defined by 
linear functionals with support at more than one point. Optimal extension 
problems, histosplines, and continuous inequality constraints are all treated. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We begin by defining the class of Lg-splines of interest in this paper. 
Let - co < a < b < co, 1 < p < co, and let m be a positive integer. Let 
L;fi[,, b] = {f~ Cm--l[a, b]: f(+l) be absolutely continuous and 
fcm) E L,[a, b]}. (1.1) 
Let L be a linear differential operator of the form 
Lf = 2 ajf(jt, 44 f 0 on [a, bl, aj E ~?[a, b], j = o,..., n1. 
0 
(1.2) 
Suppose A is a (possibly infinite) index set, and that A = {ha}ar.A is a linearly 
independent collection of bounded linear functionals on LDm[u, b]. We 
suppose A is uniformly bounded; i.e., there exists 1 < C < co such that 
IUI I! A? II = sup __ 
fELpm Ilfl!L,m < c < *, 
all a: E A, (1.3) 
1 
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where 
Given real numbers y, < Ya for all 01 E A, we define 
wLy,Y) = {f~L,"[~Jl:y, d hfe Jcs, cuEA). (1.4) 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let L and U be as above. Then a function s E U which 
satisfies 
II Ls lla = 2s II Lu l/P (1.5) 
is called a pig-spline interpolating U. 
The terminology pig-spline is a natural concatenation of earlier 
terminology well entrenched in the literature. Lg-splines (the case p = 2) 
were studied intensively in Jerome and Schumaker [171. p-Splines were intro- 
duced in Jerome and Schumaker [18]. 
The main purpose of this paper is to examine the structure ofplg-splines 
for rather general types of constraint sets, including, for example, linear 
functionals with support over large sets (such as local integrals) as well as 
continuous inequality constraints, etc. Characterizations of pig-splines 
with inequality constraints at an infinite number of points were obtained in 
Mangasarian and Schumaker [21] in optimal control terms, but explicit 
structural results were obtained there only for some cases involving poly- 
nomial splines (the case L = 0”). Golomb [14] considered extension 
problems similar to those discussed in Section 9 here for the case where 
L = Dm (cf. also [18, 191). Structural characterization of pig-splines for a 
finite number of point constraints was carried out in Jerome [16] 
(cf. Theorem 7.1 here). 
There has been relatively little work on splines corresponding to constraints 
defined by nonpoint functionals. Two examples in the case p = 2 involving 
local integrals are discussed in Anselone and Laurent [l]. Similar polynomial 
splines involving matching of areas led to the development of histosplines; 
see Boneva et al. [2], Schoenberg [25], and deBoor [3]. The first systematic 
treatment of constraint sets involving linear functionals with nonpoint 
support was carried out in the dissertation of the second-named author [5], 
on which this paper is based. 
We begin the paper with two sections summarizing results on existence, 
uniqueness, and abstract characterization. This is followed by a section 
including basic notation and some preliminary results. The main results of 
this paper can be found in Sections 5-7 where we discuss the piecewise 
structure, smoothness properties, and structural characterization of pLg- 
splines for some fairly general classes of constraint sets of interest. Extension 
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problems are treated in Section 8, and examples can be found in Section 9. 
Finally, we close the paper with a section including remarks and references 
to earlier work on pig-splines. 
2. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS 
The following existence theorem covers most cases of interest. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let U i: ,@ be de$ned by (1.4) and let any one of the 
following conditions hold. 
A isfinite, (2.1) 
-co < infy, and SUPY, < a, (2.2) 
LYEA- NEA 
NL n {fill,%, bl: h,,f> 0, a E A} C U,, = {f E L,“[a, b]: h,f = 0, a E A}, 
(2.3) 
where NL = (f E L,“[a, b]: /I Lf 1l3) = O}. Then there exists at least one 
pig-spline interpolating U. 
Proof This theorem follows from general results in Daniel and 
Schumaker [6]. In particular, we note that L, is reflexive for 1 < p < co, 
while NL is finite dimensional. 1 
Concerning uniqueness, we have by standard arguments: 
THEOREM 2.2. Any two solutions of (1.5) difSer by an element in NL . 
A necessary and su$icient condition for a function s E CT to be the unique 
solution is that 
NL n (U - s) = {O}. (2.4) 
In particular, a necessary condition for uniqueness to hold is that 
NL n U,, = (0). (2.5) 
When y, = Jti for all 01 E A, condition (2.5) is also suficient. 
3. ABSTRACT CHARACTERIZATION 
The structural and characterization results for pig-splines in this paper 
are all based on the following quasi-orthogonality characterization of 
solutions of (I 5). 
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THEOREM 3.1. A function s E U is a solution of (1.5) ifand onIy if 
s b j Ls ID-l sgn(Ls)(Lu - Ls)(x) rlx 2 0, all 24 E U. (3-l) a 
Proof. There are several possible proofs of this theorem. For a proof 
based on Gateaux derivatives and results on convex minimization problems, 
see Jerome [16]. It can also be established by observing that 
constitutes a continuous semi-inner-product on L,[a, b] (cf. Giles [12]) and 
by generalizing the characterization of best approximation from linear 
subspaces in semi-inner-product spaces in Giles to a result on approximation 
from convex subsets. This result can also be proved directly using the Hahn- 
Banach and Riesz Representation Theorems, see Copley [5]. a 
When U is a flat (i.e., a translate of a linear subspace), it is easily seen that 
the quasi-orthogonality condition becomes an orthogonality condition. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose that U = u $- U, for some u E Lv”[a, b]. Then 
a function s E U is a solution of (1.5) if and only if 
.r b / Ls ID-~ sgn(Ls) Lg(x) dx = 0, all g E U, . (3.2) n 
4. PRELIMINARIES 
The main purpose of this paper is to convert the abstract characterization 
of pig-spline functions in Theorem 3.1 into precise structural properties. 
In this section we introduce some notation and develop some tools to assist 
in this task. Let Z = [a, b]. 
To begin with, we observe that the set of all bounded linear functionals 
on L$“[I] is fairly large. It contains, for example, the class 
9 = 
I 
A: Af = mil sb f(j) dpj , pi of bounded variation on Z 
i 
. (4-l) j=o a 
The class 9 includes the so-called extended Hermite-Birkhoff (EHB) 
linear functionals of the form 
m-1 
hf = C yfe:j% 
j=O 
(4.2) 
where e:j’ is the point-evaluator functional defined by eF)f = f(j)(t). 
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As a tool in classifying linear functionals, it will be useful to introduce 
the notion of support of a linear functional. First, we recall that the support 
set of a functionfis defined as the closure of {x E I: f(x) # O}. If X is a linear 
functional defined on Ld[I], we say that h vanishes on an open set 0 C I 
provided Xf = 0 for all functions f E &“[I] with support in 0. We define 
the support ofh as the complement of the largest open set on which h vanishes. 
It follows that supp(X) is a closed set, and that iffE LDm[Z’J is identically zero 
on an open set containing supp(X), then Xf = 0. 
We shall need several spaces of infinitely differentiable functions. We write 
Cm(c, d) for the linear space of all infinitely differentiable functions on (c, d). 
It will be useful to introduce the following subspaces: 
Gj:j”(c, d) = {fE P(c, d):ffi)(c) = 0, i = 0, l,...,, j}, (4.3) 
Cim(c, d) = {fE P(c, d):fti)(d) = 0, i = 0, l,...,, j}, (4.4) 
and 
Cj”(c, d) = {fe P(c, d):fci)(c) = fci)(d) = 0, i = 0 ,...,, j}. (4.5) 
We note that the lower (upper) bar means that the functions vanish at the 
lower (upper) endpoint up to the jth derivative. 
In the following two lemmas we collect a number of facts concerning these 
spaces which will be of value later. These results follow from various facts 
about distributions, but for the reader’s convenience, we give elementary 
direct proofs in Section 10. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that f E L,[c, d], some 1 < p < co, and that 
s 
a f(x) v(x) dx = 0 
c 
for all 9 E P(c, d). (4.6) 
Then f(x) = 0 for almost all x E (c, d). If for some m > 0, 
s 
df(~) cp,‘“‘(x) dx = 0 for all 91 E Gz-l(c, d), (4.7) c 
then f(x) = 0 a.e. on (c, d). The same result holds if the orthogonality in 
(4.7) is assumedfor all y E c&(c, d). Finally, iffor some m > 0, 
s d f(x) v’“‘(x) dx = 0 for all y E CZ-,(c, d), (4.8) c 
then there exists a polynomial pf E 9m = {space of polynomials of degree 
at most m - l} such that f = pf a.e. on (c, d). 
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It will also be useful to have a version of this lemma for more general 
differential operators. Suppose A4 is a @h-order linear differential operator 
of the form 
A4 = i biDj, b,(x) # 0, x E I 
j=O 
and bi E L,j[c, d], j = 0 ,..., /.L. 
(4.9) 
The formal adjoint of M is defined by 
M”p, = i (-l)j Dj(bj9)). 
i=O 
(4.10) 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose A4 is a @h-order linear d@erential operator as in (4.9), 
and suppose that f E L,[Z], some 1 -=c p < co, is such that 
s cdf(x) MT(x) dx = 0 for all g, E cY,“_~(c, d). (4.11) 
Then there exists a function 0, E NM* such that f = 0, a.e. on (c, d). 
We conclude this section with the promised lemma on linear functionals 
with single-point support sets. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let h be a bounded linear functional on LDm[Ij with support 
at a single point f E I. Then A = zr-’ yier); i.e., h is an EHB-linearfunctional. 
Proof. Let {ri}r-’ be chosen so that x = h - xy-’ yier) annihilates the 
space Ym . Then by the definition of the Sobolev norm, if pf E 9, is chosen 
so that (f - am) = 0, j = 0, l,..., m - I, then 
I v = I Xf - PA G II x II llf - Pr I/L,” 
= II x II ’ Kf - Pr)‘“’ II9 = II x II IlP) IID .
We conclude that 1 is bounded with respect to the semi-norm 11-F IID on 
&“[I]. By the generalized Peano theorem of Sard [24], there exists #n E L,“[Z], 
l/p + I/q = 1, such that 
Af = 1” gL,-(x) f’“‘(x) dx, all f E L,“[Z]. 
a 
Since supp(x) = {E}, it follows that 
0 = &I = i‘” #i(x) q+“‘(x) dx, all g, E CI-,(a, c!) u %1(~. b). 
c 
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Lemma 4.1 implies that I,!J,~ = 0 a.e. on (a, E) u (4, b), and we conclude that 
x = 0, proving the lemma. 1 
5. PIECEWISE STRUCTURE 
In this section we establish several theorems useful for determining the 
structure ofplg-splines on subintervals of I. The goal is to be able to partition 
I into subintervals o that the specific form of each component piece of the 
spline on each subinterval can be determined. 
Our first result identifies the behavior of a pig-spline s on an open interval 
J where none of the linear functionals in A have support, or if some do, 
the constraints are not active. It will be useful to introduce the notation 
A(J) = {LEA: supp(h,) n J # a}. (5.1) 
This is the set of indices of linear functionals with support intersecting J. 
THEOREM 5.1 Let J be an open subinterval of I. Suppose s is a solution of 
(I .5) such that for some 6 > 0, 
h,s - yz z 6 and YE - has 3 6 all cy. EA(J). (5.2) 
Then there exists 8, E NL* such that 
/ Ls ID-l sgn(Ls) = BJ a.e. on J. (5.3) 
Proof. Given y E C;,m-l(J), define 
g(x) = %+4/c II 4 II&m 3 XEJ 
= 0, otherwise, (5.4) 
where C is the constant in (1.3) which bounds the norms of all h E (1. We 
claim u = s + g E U. Indeed, h,u = h,s for all 01 E A\A(J), while h,u < 
h,s + 6 < jol and X,u >, X,s - 6 > y=, all 01 E ,4(J). By Theorem 3.1, 
JJ / Ls lp-l sgn(Ls) Lg, > 0. Since u = s - g also belongs to U, we conclude 
this integral is actually 0, and since g, was arbitrary in C,“-,(J), Lemma 4.2 
with M = L yields the result. 1 
The determination of the structure of pig-splines on intervals where active 
constraints have support is more delicate. To identify the sets of linear 
functionals for which a specific spline s involves active constraints corre- 
sponding to linear functionals with support on an interval J, we define 
A(J,s) = (~EA(J):~~ = h,s} (5.5) 
A(J, s) = {a E A(J):,, = X,s}. (5.6) 
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The set A(& s) is the subset of those linear functionals with support on J 
such that the upper constraint is active, while &J, s) is the subset where the 
lower is active. Either or both can be empty. Our next theorem has several 
applications involving linear functionals with active constraints. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let J be an open subinterval of I. Suppose there exists 
a positive 6 such that 
ja - x,s > 6 and has -yw. 3 6, all 01 E A(J)\(&J, s) u A(J, s)). 
(5.7) 
In addition, suppose that there exists a bounded linear dtFerentia1 operator 
Q such that M = LQ is a linear dtjerential operator as in (4.9) with 
&Qq = 0 all (y. E &J, s) u A(J, s) and all 91 E CdJ>, 
where p is the order of M. Then there exists BJ E N,W, such that 
/ LS ID--l sgn(Ls) = eJ a.e. on J. (5.8) 
Proof. For any v E CUm_l(J), let g(x) = SQ y(x)/C I/ Q Ij * /I y // for x E J 
and g(x) = 0 otherwise. Then both s + g and s - g belong to U, and arguing 
as in the proof of Theorem 5.1, the result follows. fl 
To illustrate how this theorem might be applied, we consider the following 
specific corollary. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let J be an open subinterval of I. Suppose that 
fl(J, s) u A(J, s) = (A*), where A* is a functional of the form 
h*f = J;m Nx) dx, w E Cm(J), w(x) > 0 on J. 
Suppose that (5.7) holds. Then there exists a function 8, E Lpm(J) with 
I LS 1 p--l sgn(Ls) = eJ a.e. on J 
and 
L*e, = ~~(~1, x E J, 
where 
K > 0 if h*s < j* and KG0 if h*s>y*. 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
Proof. We take Q = (l/w) D in Theorem 5.2. For any q~ E Cmm(J), it 
is clear that X*Qs, = JJ F’ = 0, so by the theorem, / Ls I+l sgn(Ls) = tIJ 
a.e. where ej EN,,* . Since Q* = -D(l/w), we find L*BJ = Kw. The 
assertion about the sign of the constant Kfollows from Theorem 5.4 below. 1 
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In addition to its use in the theorem above, the following result is also 
useful if, for example, we are constraining a spline to lie between two functions 
and we want to decide whether or not it can follow either the upper or lower 
boundary. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let J be an open subinterval of I, and suppose that s is 
such that tl = 1 Ls 1P-l sgn(Ls) E L,“(J). Suppose (5.7) holds. Finally, suppose 
that A(J, s) = 0, and that for every (c, d) C J, there exists y E C,“-,(J) 
with q(x) > 0 on (c, d) and &F 3 0 for all cy. E A(J, s). Then 
L*d > 0 a.e. on J. (5.13) 
If we assume instead that &(J, s) = 0 and that there exists y as above with 
q(x) < 0 on (c, d) and h,p, < 0 all 01 E A(J, s), then 
L*e G 0 a.e. on J. (5.14) 
Proof. We consider the case where A(J, s) = % ; the other case is similar. 
Suppose that L*8 < 0 on a subset D of J with a(D) = p > 0, where u 
stands for Lebesgue measure. We know (cf. Royden [23, p. 621) that for each 
0 < E < p/2, there exists 0 = u: Zi , where Ii are disjoint open intervals 
with a((O\,D) u (D\O)) < E. Thus, ~(0 n D) > p/2 and ~(0~ n D) < E, 
where OJ is the complement of 0 in J. Let ~JI E C,“(O) with 0 < T(X) < 1, 
and let g be defined as in (5.4). By hypothesis, we can choose cp so that Xolv >, 0 
for all o(. E &J, s). Then s + g E U, and by Theorem 3.1, 
But the first integral on the right is negative, and the second can be made 
arbitrarily small if we take E sufficiently small. This contradiction implies 
that L*6’ < 0 on a subset of positive measure is impossible. 1 
Our last piecewise structural result concerns intervals near a and b where 
there are no active constraints. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let x = infersA* inf(supp A,) and X = SUP,~~* sup(supp A,) 
where A* = &I, s) u A(I, s). (Thus there are no active constraints involving 
linear functionals with support to the left of x or to the right of X.) Suppose that 
for all E > 0, there exists S(E) > 0 with 
y, - x,s 3 s 
Then 
and has --ye 3 S for all 01 E A([% + E, b]). (5.15) 
Ls = 0 a.e. on (x, b]. (5.16) 
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If(5.15) holds for all a: E A([a, 8 - E]), then 
Ls = 0 a.e. on [a, g). (5.17) 
ProoJ: Suppose Ls # 0 a.e. on (X, b]. Then, for all c sufficiently near 
X with X < c < b, Jz / Ls In > 0. Choose u E NL with zN(c) = P(c), 
j = 0, 1, 2 ,..., m - 1. Set 
f = s, a<x<c 
= 2.4, c<x,<b. 
For each 0 < p < 1, let i = ,8S + (1 - /I) s. We claim that for /I sufficiently 
small, s^ E U. Indeed, with E = (c - X)/2, we note that for all 01 E A([a, X + E]), 
h,s^ = h,s. On the other hand, for 01 E A([Z + E, b]), we have 
ya + S(E) < hs < Yn - S(E). 
But h,s” = (1 - /3) h,s + /3h, , S and j X,S / < II h, II /I s‘l1 < C/I S/j. Thus, for 
p sufficiently small, f is indeed in U. 
Now 
II Lf II: = II upi + (1 - p) s)ll; = jc I Ls ID + jb I L.(ps + (1 - p> s>lD n c 
= jc I Ls lp + (1 - B)” j’ I Ls ID < II Ls 11:. 
a c 
Thus 3 E U is better than s, and this contradiction implies Ls = 0 a.e. on 
[c, b]. As c was arbitrary, (5.16) follows. The proof of (5.17) is similar. 1 
6. SMOOTHNESS PROPERTIES 
In this section we continue our program of developing tools which will 
help us to delineate the structure ofplg-splines. Using the results of Section 5, 
we can often determine the form of s on open subintervals of I. Here, we 
want to examine the manner in which two component pieces of s defined on 
adjoining subintervals of I tie together at the common endpoint. Such a 
join point is called a knot of the spline. Generally, it is difficult to identify 
which points of I will be knots. We shall see, however, that for several classes 
of linear functionals, knot points can be singled out, and moreover, the 
behavior of the spline there can be described (usually in terms of the jump in 
s or .of certain linear combinations of s and its derivatives). 
In order to state these jump conditions, we need to introduce the linear 
differential operators 
m-i-1 
Li = c aj+i+lDj, i = -1, O,..., m - 1 
i=O 
(6.1) 
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and their formal adjoints 
m-i-l 
L{* = c (-1)j Dqai+j+,]. (6.2) 
j=O 
The operators Lo*,..., Lz-, are called the partial adjoints of L. L itself corre- 
sponds to L, in this notation. Finally, we define 
jump [FL = dz+> - dz-1, a<z<b, 
= -@-I, z = b, (6.3) 
= da+>, z = a. 
Our first smoothness theorem concerns the case where there are linear 
functionals with support at a point t, while the other linear functionals in 
A with support in a neighborhood of 5 are inactive. In this case 5 is always 
a knot, and the behavior of s at 5 is described in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let s be a solution of (1.5), and suppose that for some 
a < e < b, the set A defining U includes the EHB-functionals 
m-1 
h(E,i) = C Yij(5) ef), i = 0, l)...) I(,$) - 1, (6.4) 
I=0 
for some 1 < m. Suppose that for some E > 0 and 6 > 0, all of the other linear 
functionals A, E A with supp(X,) n (5 - E, [ + C) j; o satisfy 
Ja - x,s > 6 and ks -yw 3 f3. (6.5) 
Suppose the set in (6.4) is linearly independent, or what is equivalent, that the 
matrix y = (yi,)E~~:~=I’ is offull rank 1. Let p be any nonsingular augmentation 
of y, and let 7 be the inverse of PT. Dejine 
m-1 
Q(t.i) = C vijLj*, i = 0,l )...) 171 - 1, 
j=O 
where the Lj* are the partial adjoints in (6.2) and set 
R(.t,i)S = - Q(t,o<l Ls I ‘--l w4W), i = 0, l,..., m 
Then 
jumpRt,i)4c = 0, i = I,..., m - 1. 
Moreover, for i = 0, I,..., I- 1, 
~~mp[~~~,~~~l~ G 0 if &.i)s > ~(~~0 P 
jumph.d, > 0 if 4,,ns < Y(E,i) * 
66) 
1. (6.7) 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
(6.10) 
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In particular, 
jump[&,iA = 0 if ykd < h)s < YW . (6.11) 
Proof. Since this proof follows closely similar ones in less general cases 
(cf. [14, 16, 17]), we shall be brief. Suppose a < E < b, and that j is fixed 
with 0 < j < m - 1. Let P be a polynomial of degree m - 1 such that 
(6.12) 
where 
4 = YK,i) - 4E,iPY if Yd > b,i)s, 
= YCc,i) - 4e,DS9 otherwise, i = 0, l,..., I - 1, (6.13) 
= 1, i = I,..., m - 1. 
Given $ E C&(J), with 0 < # < 1 and #(x) = 1 on (5 - (e/2), 5 + (t-/2)), 
let q~ = # * P. By Leibnitz’s rule, we also note that &p,i)y = 6ijdi, 
i = 0, I,..., m - 1. Then, with g defined as in (5.4), it is clear that s t g E iJ. 
From Theorem 3.1 we conclude that 
0 G J” eLg = J‘:_‘,’ eLg, 
a 
where B = I Ls I p--l sgn(Ls). Integrating by parts, using Theorem 5. I, and 
taking account of the relation between the L*‘s and R’s (cf. [17]), we obtain 
If 0 < j < I - 1, this implies (6.9)-(6.10). The condition (6. I 1) follows 
by combining these two. Now if I <j < m - 1, then we notice that s + g E U 
if we replace d, = I by d, = - 1, and we conclude as above that 
0 = 4jwChvle , and thus that 0 = jump[Rce,j,s], , which is (6.8). 
When s = a or 5 = b, the proof is similar. 1 
The minus sign introduced in the definition of the R operators in (6.7) 
has been introduced so that R agrees with operators previously used in the 
literature; e.g., see [17]. 
As would be expected, identifying a point l as a knot when there are active 
linear functionals with support in a neighborhood of e (and finding the corre- 
sponding behavior of s there) is considerably more difficult, in general, than 
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the cases considered above. We can, however, obtain some results for several 
cases of interest. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let a < 5 < b, and suppose A contains a set of linear 
jiinctionals of the form (6.4) with support at 5 (we allow Z(5) = 0) as well as 
two linear functionals of the form 
a < f, < f < f2 < b (6.14) 
with w1 and wz positive functions in Cm(tl ,Q and Cm([, t2), respectively. 
Suppose for some E > 0 and S(E) > 0, all of the other linear functionals 
h ~(1 with supp(h) n (5 - 2~, [ + 2~) # ,@ satisfy (6.5). Then the assertions 
(6.8)-(6.11) of Theorem 6.1 hold. The same result holds ifA contains just one 
of the A, , A, , but not the other. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 6.1. For example, 
to prove (6.8), let v1 E Cz& - E, 5 + E) b e constructed exactly as in the 
proof of Theorem 6.1. Let y, E Cz-,([ - 2~,[ - 6) and P)~ E Cz-,([ + E, 
4 + 2~) be such that 
s 
E--E 
s 
E 
s 
Ei2E - C+E 
w19J2 = - %Fl and w2v3 = - "'2% . 
E&2E 5-e 
S+E 
! E 
Now define 
944 = dx>, 
= 9)2(x), 
= T3W 
= 0, 
x E (t - E, 5 + l ) n 4 
x E ([ - 2E, f - 6) n z, 
x E (5 + E, t + 2E) n 4 
otherwise. 
With g defined as in (5.4), we check easilily that s f g both belong to U, and 
that h~~,~) g = 1. Using Theorem 3.1 and integration by parts just as in the 
proof of Theorem 6.1, we obtain (with 0 = 1 Ls Iv-l sgn(Ls)) 
The result would follow if we did not have the extra integral. We may get 
rid of it as follows. Let E, be a sequence converging to 0, and for each v, 
let g, be constructed as above. Then, since L*tl = K,w, on ([ - E, 4) and 
Kzwz on (4, f + E), as v -+ cc the integral approaches 0. The condition (6.8) 
follows. The proofs of the other assertions follow in the same way. If ,$ 
is one of the endpoints a or b and A contains an integral type linear functional 
on one side of it, a similar analysis is valid. 1 
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Our next result concerns another case where certain linear functionals 
are active in every neighborhood of 5. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let a < 5 < b, and suppose A contains a set of Iinear 
function& of the form (6.4) with support at 5, where the first of these is point 
evaluation, hte,oj = eE . Suppose that, in addition, A contains the linear 
functional XC~,~) = e, for all t E J = (t - E, 5 + e) n I. Suppose that for 
some 6 > 0, all other linear functionals in A with support intersecting J 
satisfy (W, ad that h) -Y(~,~) , > 6 for all t E J. Let s be a solution of 
(1.5), and suppose that 0 = / Ls [p-l sgn(Ls) is such that L*e is integrable 
on J. Then the smoothness conditions (6.8)-(6.11) hold. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 6.1. Let do ,..., dmml 
be as defined in (6.13), and let 0 < rli < 1, i = 0, l,..., m - 1 be prescribed. 
Let P be a polynomial of degree m - 1 such that 
ht,i,P = w4 > i = 0, l,..., m - 1. 
For each positive integer n, let I,& E Cz_,(< - e/n, f + c/n) be such that 
0 < I/J, < 1 and &(x) = 1 on (t - c/2n, 5 + l /2n). Then as before, 
yn = &P satisfies Xcr,i)qn = vidi , i = 0, l,..., m - 1. Moreover, since P 
is continuous, if q. # 0 and n is sufficiently large, then d,P(x) > 0 for all 
x E (5 - c/n, 4 + e/n). Integrating by parts as before leads to 
Since L*B is integrable, as n - cc the integrals vanish, and we conclude that 
Now, choosing v. = 1 and the remaining 7’s to be zero, we obtain (6.9)- 
(6.10) for j = 0. Fixing 1 < j < m - 1, we may next take all the 7’s equal 
to 0 except for q,, and qj . By making the ratio &Q arbitrarily close to 0, 
(6.9)-(6.10) follows for generalj. Finally, we observe that for I < j < m - 1, 
we may switch Q to a negative number, which implies (6.8). 1 
We note that it was necessary in Theorem 6.3 to assume the integrability 
of L*(j Ls Ip--l sgn(Ls)) near 5, as it does not follow from any piecewise 
structural properties. In the special case where we are restricting a spline 
by forcing it to lie between two given curves, the smoothness conditions 
(6.8)-(6.11) can be useful in deciding when the spline can get on or off 
one of the boundary curves, and are thus useful in helping locate possible 
knots. 
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We should also remark that the assumption jj(t,i) -yui) > 6 > 0 is 
critical to the proof of Theorem 6.3. If this condition is not assumed, it 
becomes highly problematical to choose ~~ such that J + g, remains in U. 
Moreover, if the upper and lower constraints are allowed to become 
arbitrarily close (or touch), this often induces impZied constraints. To illustrate 
this, suppose that s(t) is required to lie between the functions y(t) = t2 
and y(t) = 0 for t in a neighborhood of 0. Then at 0 the function s would 
have to satisfy s(O) = s’(O) = 0. If the upper constraint were defined by 
j(t) = t4, the s”(O) = S(~)(O) = 0 would also be automatically forced. The 
following lemma illustrates this more vividly. 
LEMMA 6.4. Let t, be an increasing sequence converging to 6 E I. Suppose 
that g E LBm[tO , [] is such that g(tY) = 0 for all v. Then 
Dig(t,(,,) = o@:-i-l+l’*), j = 1, 2 ,..., m - 1, (6.15) 
where l/p + l/q = 1, and N(v) and 6, are such that 
tAm+1 - f,b) = 6, = l<T<Z-, (C+i+1 - t,+J. 
,, 
In particular, Djg(t) = 0, j = 0, l,..., m - 1 is forced. 
Proof. See the proof of Theorem 5.1 in Golomb [14]. 1 
7. STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION OF pLg-SPLINEs 
The quasi-orthogonality condition of Theorem 3.1 is a necessary and suffi- 
cient condition for a function s to be a solution of problem (1.5); that is, 
it completely characterizes pig-splines. In Sections 5 and 6 we have used 
this condition to obtain specific structural results for pig-splines. In this 
section we show that in many cases we can identify a sufficient amount of 
structural information to characterize the spline. 
We begin with the case where the support of the set of linear functionals A 
defining U as in (1.4) is a finite set of isolated points. The following theorem 
recovers a result of Jerome [16]. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let a = x0 < x1 < *** < xk < xk+l = b, and suppose 
i 
m-1 
(1 = 4zGi,j) = C y&i) e?. 
2(X,)-l 
, 
V=O j=o . 
Suppose ,for each i = 1, 2 ,..., k that the matrix (yjy) is of full rank 1(x{) (i.e., 
the EHB-linear functionals associated with each xi are linearly independent). 
Let y(z,,j) < Y(,‘,i) , j = 0, l,..., 1(x,) - 1, i = 1, 2 ,..., k be prescribed real 
640/23/1-z 
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numbers, and let U be defined by (1.4). If s is a pig-spline interpolating U, 
then it must satisfy the foIlowing conditions: 
For each j = 1,2,..., k - I, there exists Bj E NL, such that 
1 Lo ID--1 sgn(Ls) = ej a.e. on (Xj , Xj+l); (7.1) 
Ls = 0 a.e. on (a, x1) and on (xk , b); (7.2) 
juw[&zz.j)slz, = 0, j = /(xi) ,..., m - 1, i = 1, 2 ,..., k; (7.3) 
jumpWhj,dsl,, G 0 if 4zi,ds > yhi,d ; (7.4) 
and 
juw[~hi,dsLi 2 0 if ~~zi~ds < l;hi,d (7.5) 
for j = 0, l,..., /(xi) - 1 and i = 1, 2,..., k. Conversely, if s E U satisfies 
conditions (7.1)-(7.5), then it is a pig-spline interpolating U; i.e., o solution 
of (1.5). In particular, if U is such that there is a unique pig-spline inter- 
polating it, then the spline is completely characterized by the properties (7.1)- 
(7.5) as an element of U. 
Proof. The necessity of (7.1) was proved in Theorem 5.1, while the 
necessity of (7.2) was the content of Theorem 5.5. The smoothness assertions 
(7.3)-(7.5) are contained in Theorem 6.1. 
We turn now to the converse. Suppose s E U satisfies (7.1)-(7.5). To prove 
s solves (1.5), it suffices by Theorem 3.1 to verify (3.1). To this end, let u E U, 
and set g = u - s. Then, with f3 = 1 Ls Iv--l sgn(Ls), integration by parts 
and the use of (7.2) leads to 
Jab eLg = r:,* eLg = 1;: jrx,i” eLg 
1 
= if iXi” 
I; m-1 
g.z,*e - 1 C g(j)&) jump[Li*O]zj . 
i=l z* z=l j=O 
The integrals vanish in view of (7.1). With x’s as in (6.12), the sum is equal 
to (cf. the proof of Theorem 6.1) 
k m-l 
For each i = 1, 2,..., k, the terms in this sum with I(xi) <j 5; m - 1 
are 0 by (7.3). For 0 < j < Z(x,) - 1, jump[Rc,i,j,s],i and &Q g have the 
same signs by (7.4)-(7.5); (note that the & and hj are the same for these j). 
We conclude that Ji Lge > 0, which is (3.1). By Theorem 3.1, s is a pLg- 
spline interpolating U. 1 
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Our next two characterization theorems are concerned with constraint 
sets which include linear functionals with support over intervals. The first 
theorem deals with a constraint on the spline to lie between two prescribed 
functions throughout I, coupled with some EHB constraints at a finite 
number of isolated points. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let a = x0 < x1 < ... < xlC < x~+~ = b, and suppose A 
contains the linear functionals A(,,,, = e, , all a < t < b, as well as EHB- 
functionals 
v-1 
h(xt,j) = C YAxi) Q, j = 1, 2,..., /(xi) - I and i = I, 2 ,..., k. 
u.:o 
Suppose ytz,,j) < jj(z,,j) are prescribed real numbers ,for j = 1, 2,..., I(xJ - 1 
and i : 1, 2,..., k and that JJ(~,~) < y(t,o) are prescribed functions in L:,“[I]. 
We assume the matrices (rjy(xi))j”!$;fl,IllC are of full rank. Suppose s is a pLg- 
spline interpolating U, i.e., a solution of (1.5). We write 0 = / Ls IPml sgn(ls). 
Then, there exists a finite set of points A = {ti = 3, < L$ < .** < gn < 
2 - b) which includes the points {xi},“+’ n+1 - and all points where s gets on or 
off the boundary. Moreover, if we set 
E = (0, l,..., n), 
E = {i E E: s(t) = y(t,o) , t E (c$ , zZ~+~)], 
B = {i E E: s(t) = Y(~,,,) , t E (Si , G?,+~):, 
E, = E\(E u g, 
then s must also satisfy the following conditions: 
There exist Bi in N,, such that 
: Ls Ip--l sgn(ls) = 8; a.e. on ($ , li+J, i E E, ; 
L*e G 0 a.e. on (gi , giil), i E E; 
L*0 3 0 a.e. on (5, , ii+I), i E 8; 
Ls = 0 a.e. on r, 21) 
1 
if’ 0 E Eo ; 
I, , b) if n E E,, : 
jumP[&&l,, = 0, j = 1(x{) ,..., m - I, and i = 1, 2 ,..., k: 
jumpP%i.jb~l,i < 0 ;f X(cri,iP > yCri.i) 
(7.6) 
(7.7) 
(7.8) 
(7.9) 
(7.10) 
(7.11) 
(7.12) 
j~mP[&z,,jb~l,i 2 0 if hGi,j)S < Ybi,j) , j = 0, I,..., /(Xi) ~ 1, 
and i = 1, 2,..., k; (7.13) 
jump[&t,o)slt G 0 if s(t) = J(t,o) , t 6 A; (7.14) 
jumP[&,,)slt 2 0 Y s(t) = JJ(t.0) > t E A. (7.15) 
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Conversely, ifs E U is a function such that for some points {5Z#1, including 
the points (xi}!+‘, conditions (7.7)-(7.15) are satisfied, then s is a pig-spline 
interpolating U. 
Proof. First we observe that a function s E U cannot jump between 
Y(t,o) and yuo) more than a finite number of times. Indeed, since s E L,“[Zl 
implies it ;s of bounded variation while jj and y are bounded apart by 6 > 0, 
the assertion follows. The necessity of conditions (7.7), (7.8)-(7.9), and 
(7. IO) follows from Theorems 5.1, 5.4, and 5.5, respectively. The smoothness 
conditions (7.1 l)-(7.15) follow from Theorem 6.3. (Conditions (7.14) and 
(7.15) are singled out because of the importance of the constraint on s.) 
To prove the converse, we check (3.1). Suppose u E U, and set g = u - s. 
We now have 
Each of the integrals in the first sum is nonnegative, since, e.g., if g(x) > 0 
and 0 f 0 on some subinterval (& , &+& then _y,,,,) = s(x) < u(x) < jj(a,O) 
on this interval, and by (7.9), L*tJ > 0. The fact that the terms in the double 
sum are all nonpositive follows just as in the proof of Theorem 7.1. 1 
To illustrate once more how the tools of Sections 5 and 6 can be used to 
characterize pig-splines with linear functionals with support over subinter- 
vals, we consider the case where integral functionals are involved. 
THEOREM 7.3. Let a < 3, < X1 < X, < Xz < ..* < Xk < b. Suppose 
wi E Cm& , Xi] are positive functions on (xi , Xi), i = 1,2 ,..., k. Let 
A = {Ai : &f = Jii w((x) f(x) dx, i = l,..., k}, and suppose U is deJined 
as in (1.4) with prescribed yi < yi, i = 1, 2,..., k. Then any pig-spline s 
interpolating U must satisfy the following conditions : 
There existfunctions Bi EN,, , i = 1, 2,..., k - 1 with 
j Ls ID--l sgn(Ls) = Bi a.e. on (Xi , xi+& 
There exists a function 8 with 0 = 1 Ls ID--l sgn(Ls) 
a.e. such that L*8 = Kiwi on (xi, xi), with 
Ki > 0 if Ais < ji , 
Ki < 0 if Ais > yi , 
i = 1, 2,..., k; 
Ls = 0 a.e. on (a, x1) and on (Xk , b); 
jump[Lj*&, = jump[L,*&, = 0, j = 0, 1 ,..., m - 1, i = 
(7.16) 
(7.17) 
(7.18) 
1, 2 ,..., k. 
(7.19) 
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Conversely, if s E U satisfies all of the conditions (7.16)-(7.19), then it is 
a pig-spline interpolating U. 
Proof. The necessity of (7.16), (7.17), and (7.18) follow from Theorem 5.1, 
Corollary 5.3, and Theorem 5.5, respectively. The smoothness assertion 
(7.19) is a consequence of Theorem 6.2 with the choice E&) = I&) = 0, 
i = 1, 2,.. ., k. 
We prove the converse by checking that for any u E U, (3.1) holds. Let 
g = u - s. Then, using (7.16) and (7.18), just as in the proof of Theorems 7.1 
and 7.2, we obtain 
- C C (g(j)&) jump[L,*8],, + g(j)@,) jump[L,*0],,). 
i=l j=o 
In view of (7.19), all of the terms in the double sum vanish. Moreover, 
s”;< gL*e = Ki J‘” IVY g(X) dx = KiXig. 
Pi zri 
But by (7.17), Ki and hi g have the same sign, and (3.1) follows. 1 
8. EXTENSION PROBLEMS 
The problem of extending a function defined on a subset B of an interval 
I to the entire interval is of considerable imprtance in analysis. Of special 
interest are those extensions which are smooth, for example in some L,“[I] 
space. Among the smooth extensions, one may ask for an optimal one in 
some sense. Golomb [14] has extensively studied the problem of optimal 
extensions in the sense that their mth derivative in the L,-norm should be 
minimal. In this section we extend his work to optimal extensions with Dm 
replaced by an &h-order differential operator. The optimal extensions will 
be certain pig-splines. 
We begin with a precise definition of our extension problem. Let B C I, 
and suppose for each x E B that Z(X) is a positive integer with 1(x) < m. 
Associate with each point x E B a set of real numbers Y(~,~) ,..., J+~(~)~~), 
and define the set 
U = {f E LDm[I]: f(j)(x) = JJ(~,~) , j = 0, l,..., Z(x) - 1, all x E B}. (8.1) 
IfFis some function defined on B withP)(x) = yte,~) ,j = 0, l,..., 1(x) - 1, 
all x E B, then any function f E U can be considered as an extension of F 
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to all of L To define an optimal extension, let L be a linear mth-order 
differential operator as in (1.2). Then we say s E U is an optimal extension 
of F with respect o L provided it is a solution of (1.5), i.e., ifs is a pig-spline 
interpolating U. 
The question of when a function F has an extension in L,“[Z] is equivalent 
to the question of when the CT in (8.1) is nonempty. We do not attempt o 
answer this important question here. On the other hand, given that some 
extension exists, then by Theorem 2.1 (hypothesis (2.2) will be satisfied), 
we do know that there always exists an optimal extension. Thus, it is of 
interest to characterize pig-splines interpolating U as in (8.1). 
Before stating the main characterization result of this section, we need 
some further notation. We denote the derived set (set of cluster points) 
of B by B’. Then we define the essential closure of B to be the set 
B,: = B’ u (x E B: j(x) = m}. 
It is not hard to verify directly that B, is a closed set. 
(8.2) 
To explain the terminology and usefulness of B, , we note that (a, b)jB, 
being an open set of real numbers, it can be written as a countable union of 
open intervals, say (a, b)\Be = UtTl Ji with Ji = (ti , Q). The endpoints 
of each of these intervals must either belong to B, or be one of the points 
a or b. It follows that with the possible exception of a and b, each of the 
points tj and Q is a point where the values of f,...,f(+l) are all forced. 
(Indeed, either I is already m there, or the point belongs to B’ and constraints 
on f,..., f(m-l) are implied-see Lemma 6.4.) We call the set A, = {ti}T u 
{q2}; the set of essential knots associated with U. If x is an essential knot 
and 0 .< .j < m - 1, then all the functions f E U have a common value 
off(j)(x). We denote this value by ycZ,~) . 
The following theorem is a complete characterization of optimal extensions. 
THEOREM 8.1. Given B and U dejined as in (8.1), let x = inf B, and 
X = sup B, . Then any pig-spline interpolating U must satisfy the following 
conditions : 
there exists a function 0 with 0 = / Ls l~‘-l sgn(Ls) a.e. such that 
L*O = for all x E (a, b)jB, ; (8.3) 
Ls = 0 a.e. on (a, x) and (g, b); (8.4) 
jump[L,*B], = 0, .j = E(x),..., m - 1 andaNxEB\B, ; (8.5) 
,(W = Y(z,,) > j = 0, I,..., m- l,alix~A,,whereA,isthesetof 
of essential knots de$ned above. (8.6) 
Conversely, suppose L has constant coeficients. Then, ifs E CJ satisfies (8.3)- 
(8.6), it is a pig-spline interpolating U. 
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Proof. Condition (8.6) is just the statement that s is completely specified 
at the essential knots, up to its (m - 1)st derivative. The set of essential 
knots partitions the interval I into sets on which s is completely determined 
by the interpolation conditions, and subintervals Ji = (ti , vi) where s 
must be the solution of the minimization problem: 
where 
(8.7) 
Ui = (f~ L,“[Ji]:f”‘(x) = y(,,j) ,j = 0, l,..., t!(X) - 1, 
and all x E (B n Ji) u {fi} u {vi}). 03.8) 
(Here r(ti) = L(Q) = m, all i.) This, the characterization problem is reduced 
to solving the spline interpolation problems on each Ji . If Ji contains only 
a finite number of distinct points in B, then Theorem 6.1 serves to charac- 
terize s on Ji . It remains to consider the case where Ji contains an infinite 
set of distinct points from B (which then must have a cluster point at either 
fi or 7;). This is handled in the following theorem. 1 
The following theorem charactizes pig-splines which interpolate Hermite- 
Birkhoff data on a sequence of points converging to b. 
THEOREM 8.2. Let a < x1 < x2 < **m < x, < ... < b be a sequence 
converging (monotonely) to b. Let 0 = vi,” < *.a < v~,~(~.)-~ < m - 1 ,for 
i = 1, 2,.... Let 
CJ = {f-G L,“[Z]: f’“iqxi) = Y&j) ) 
j = 0, I,..., [(Xi) - 1 and all i = 1, 2,...), (8.9) 
where y(+ are prescribed real numbers. Then any pig-spline s interpolating 
U must satisfy the.folIowing conditions: 
For some 0 with 0 = / Ls /p-l sgn(Ls) a.e., L*0 = 0 
for aN x E [a, b]\(xi};P ; (8.10) 
Ls = 0 a.e. on (a, x,); (8.11) 
jump[Lj*OISi = 0, .i E VA l,..., m - l)\{~~ ,.-, ~~,~h~)-d, 
all i = 1, 2,...; (8.12) 
s”‘(b) = Y(b.j) 2 j = 0,l ,..., m - I, where 
ye,?) is the common value of all f (j)(b), f e U. (8.13) 
Conversely, is L has constant coejicients and s E U satisfies (8.10)-(8.13), 
then it is a pig-spline interpolating U. 
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Proof. The necessity of (8.10)-(8.12) follows from the results in Sections 
5 and 6 in the usual way. Condition (8.13) follows from the implied constraints 
forced at b (cf. Lemma 6.4). 
To prove the converse, we show (3.1) holds for any u E U. Let g = zi - S; 
then since s and g are in &“[I], it follows that Lg E L,[I]. Since 0 E L,#], 
we conclude that 0Lg is integrable, and so 
s 
b 
s 
xN(“) 
@Lg = lim %Lg a “+a a 
for any sequence N(v) converging to co. Integrating by parts and using the 
properties (8.10)-(8.12), we obtain 
.c 
b BLg = - . 
77-l 
a 
& c Lj"@,(")) - P(%")). 
j=O 
Now, with N(v) and 6, as in Lemma 6.4, we recall that 
g(j)(x,(,)) = o(8y-j-1+l/g), j=O,l ,...) m - 1. 
It is proved below in Lemma 8.3 that 
Li*e(x,(“)) = O(s;(m--j-l+l’Q)), j = 0, l,..., m - 1. 
Combining these facts, we conclude that Jz 0Lg = o(1) -+ 0 as v ---f 00. 
We have established (3.1), and therefore that s is a pig-spline inter- 
polating U. 1 
The following technical lemma is required in the proof of Theorem 8.2 
above. It is a direct analog of Lemma 5.1 of Golomb [14]. 
LEMMA 8.3. Let a < x, < x2 < *** < x, < a** < b be a sequence 
converging (monotonely) to b. Suppose that 0” E NL* on (x” , x”+J for all v 
(where L* has constant coeficients), and that the function 0 defined on [a, b] 
by 0 = 0” on (x, , x”+J belongs to L,[a, b]. Then for j = 0, l,..., m - 1, 
II DjB IL tz r m Y. “+I ] = o(l x,+1 - x, l-j-l/Q). (8.14) 
Thus, in particular, 
II Lj*e lILmLzy,2”+Il = 4 x,+1 - X” I-(m-+1+1’u9, (8.15) 
forj = 0, I,..., m - 1. 
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Proof. Let {ui}r be a basis for N,, on [0, 11. Since L (and thus also L*) 
has constant coefficients, a basis for N,, on any other interval is given by 
translation. Thus, we may write 
Ux) = t w& - X">/4 = f %dY> 
i=l i=l 
with y = (x - x,)/cy , E, = (x,+1 - x ) If A4 = <c;=, I/ U!j) ljP Y . z &&11 > lJ9, we 
obtain 
where a, is the vector (uV1 ,..., uvm) and I/ * /In is the usual IQ-norm. The 
inequalities (8.14) follow if we show that II a, jln = o(E;“~). To do this, 
consider the linear mapping T: N,,[O, l] - ~,@P) defined by T(xT aiui) = 
(011 ,***, a,,). Since N,, and Iw” are m-dimensional linear spaces, T is bounded; 
i.e., for some K, 
11 a, jla < K (so’ 15 j’ a,,u,(y)” dyy = K(%P II 0” lILJly,zy+Il . 
10 
But II 6 IL cm .m 1 = o(l), and (8.14) is established. 
The in~q~a~~~es (8.15) follow from (8.14) if we take account of the fact 
that Lj” = CL;‘-’ (-1) Djai+j+, (cf. (6.2)). 1 
9. EXAMPLES 
It is instructive to consider some examples illustrating the characterization 
theorems given above. We shall concentrate on Theorems 7.3 and 8.1 since 
examples illustrating the others can be found in the literature. (For an example 
with a finite number of EHB-linear functionals as in Theorem 7.1, see [16]. 
Examples where the spline is forced to lie between two prescribed functions 
as in Theorem 7.2 can be found in [5, 211, at least for p = 2.) 
EXAMPLE 9.1. Find min $j [f’(x)12 dx over U = {f E L,l[O, 51: j’zf(x) dx = 1 
and Jtf(~) dx = 2). 
Analysis and solution. Theorem 7.3 is applicable. First, (7.16) implies 
that a solution s must be linear on (2, 3), while (7.17) implies L*Ls = --s” 
must be constant (so s must be quadratic) on (1,2) and (3,4). Condition (7.18) 
implies s must be constant on the end intervals (0, 1) and (4, 5). To be in U, 
s must belong to C[O, 51, but moreover, by (7.19) we must also have L,*s = s’ 
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continuous at the knots 1, 2, 3,4, so that in facts E Cl[O, 51. This information 
suffices to construct s: 
S(X) = &j, O<x<l, 
= ias + 3(X - l)‘/lO, 1 <X<2, 
= 3x/5, 2<x<3, (9.1) 
21 
= is - 3(x - 4)2/10, 3<x<4, 
zzz $6, 4<x<5. 
Since this function satisfies (7.16)-(7.19) and lies in U, it is a solution. Using 
Theorem 2.2, we easily check it is unique. i 
EXAMPLE 9.2. Find min Ji [f’(x)12 dx over U = (f E L,l[O, 
&(x) dx < 2, 3 < Jtf(x) dx < 4, and 0 < Jif(x) dx < l}. 
31: 0 < 
Analysis and solution. Theorem 7.3 applies. We deduce that a solution s 
must be piecewise quadratic, and s E Cl[O, 31. We also conclude from (7.19) 
that jump[l,*s’] = jump[s’] = 0 at the end points 0 and 3. This information 
permits the construction of (the unique solution): 
s(x) = 6x2/5 + 8, O<x<l, 
= -3x2 + 42x/5 - +$, 1 <x<2, (9.2) 
= 9x2/5 - 54x/5 + y, 2<xX3. 
The solution of Example 9.2 is a kind of histospline (cf. [2, 3, 251). The 
minimization problem could have been solved by converting it to one 
involving point evaluation functionals (cf. [3]). This is not the case, however, 
with the problem in Example 9.1. 
We conclude with an example involving optimal extensions of functions. 
EXAMPLE 9.3. Find min Ji [f”(x)12 dx over CT = {f~ LZ2[0, 41: f(t) = 
t2(t - 2)(t - 3) for t E (1,2) u (3,4) u {$} u {$$ and f’(# = $1. 
Analysis and solution. We use Theorem 8.1. The set B, = {t} u 
[I, 21 u [3,4] in this case, and the set of essential knots is d, = {Q, 1, 2, 3,4} 
in this case. Here y11 = 2, L = D2 = L*, and LO* = I, L,* = -D. We 
conclude that s must be linear in (0, 4) and cubic on the intervals (4, I), 
(2, Q), (I, 3). Globally, s E C’[O, 41, and the cubic pieces must join at $’ 
with two continuous derivatives. This information permits the construction 
of the unique solution: 
S(X) = 3x/2 + is, o<x<i 
= +g + 2(x - 9)/2 f 19(x - *)2/4 - 7(x - g3, $<x<l 
= x2(x - 2)(x - 3), 1 < x < 2 (9.3) 
= -4(x - 2) - (x - 2)2/4 + 4(x - 2)3, 2<x<g 
= 9(x - 3) + 59(x - 3)2/4 + 6(x - 3)3, ?$<x<3 
= x2(x - 2)(x - 3), 3<x<4. 
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10. NOTES AND REMARKS 
1. We have considered only the case 1 < p < co since for p in this 
range, the space L,[Z] is uniformly convex. The cases of p = 1 and p = co 
have recently attracted considerable attention; e.g., see [4, 7-101. 
2. The interval I was restricted to be a finite closed interval throughout 
this paper. It is possible to consider pig-splines defined on unbounded inter- 
vals provided the space L; is properly defined (cf. Golomb [14] and 
Smith [26]). 
3. The tools developed here can also be used to characterize the struc- 
ture of certain smoothing pig-splines. To define these, let H be a finite 
collection of linear functionals as in Section 1, and let { ya}x be a set of given 
data. With positive weights {w,}~ define 
We call a function s E U a smoothing pL.g-spline provided it satisfies 
The structure of smoothing pig-splines can then be read off from the fact 
that they are completely characterized by the condition that 
O< 1 b 1 Ls /Al-l sgn(Z.s)(Ltr - Ls) -a 
+ C It’, / h,s - ya lp-l sgn(h,s - y,) * (h,u - ~1,) 
REX 
for all u E U. For some results with p = 2, see Nielson [22]. 
4. Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 can be found in the literature on distributions. 
The first part of Lemma 4.1 is a result on Radon measures (cf. Treves [29, 
Theorem 21.31). The last part is a theorem of Bremmerman [27, p. 161. 
Lemma 4.2 can be derived from the fact that every distribution on Z is of 
finite order (cf. Halperin [28]). We are grateful to the referee for these 
references. The proofs of these results are sufficiently short, however, that it 
may be of some value to include them here, which we do in the following 
two remarks. 
5. Proof of Lemma 4.1. For the first part, suppose f(x) > 0 on a 
set J C (c, d) of positive measure. Then 1 f Ip-l xj E L,[c, d], where 
l/p + I/q = 1. Since P(c, d) is dense in L,[c, d], we can find a sequence 
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ypy E C*(c, d) of nonnegative functions converging to 1 f Ip--l xj in L, . This 
yields the contradiction 
0 < J;jn(x) dx = Id f(x) 1 f(x)jp-l xJ(x) d,x = lim /‘f(x) 9)“(x) dx = 0. 
c c 
To prove the second statement, let 0;’ be defined by D;‘f(x) = jzf(t) dt, 
and let D;’ = DylDii+‘. Then, given # E P(c, d), let y = D;“#. 
Clearly, p E Cm”Xc, d), and by the hypothesis (4.7), since Dmgj = 4, it 
follows so f# = 0 for all # E P(c, d). By the first part of the lemma, f = 0 
a.e. on (c, d). The proof for C&(c, d) is similar. 
Finally, we prove part 3 of the lemma. Assume (4.8) holds. We shall use 
the shorthand (f, g) = Jz fg. Let pf E 9, be chosen so that (j - pf , xi) = 0, 
i = 0, l,..., m - 1. In view of Lemma 4, it suffices to show that 
(f - pf , #) = 0 for all # E Cm(c, d). Given I/ E P(c, d), choose q+ E 9, 
so that (4 - q& , xi) = 0, i = 0, l,..., m - 1. Define 
Then clearly @J(c) = 0, j = 0, I,..., m - 1. Moreover, since # - Q is 
orthogonal to Ppm, we also have #j)(d) = 0, j = 0, l,..., m - 1. Thus, 
q~ E C&(c, d). Using the orthogonality of both f - pf and # - q& to Ym , 
we have 
6. Proof of Lemma 4.2. Let D;j be the operators in the proof 
of Lemma 4. I. Integrating (4.11) by parts, we obtain 
(- l)‘-$ Dj,-“(bjf) = 0, all F E C,“_,(c, d). 
Lemma 4.1 asserts that the sum is equal to a polynomial of degree p - 1 
a.e. on (c, d). Thus if we modify f on a set of measure 0, we obtain a function 
0, such that 
for all x E I. Differentiating p times, we obtain 
j$ (-l>j Dj(@,) = 0. 
We conclude 0, E NM* , and the lemma is proved. 
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